Magnetism and spin-orbit coupling (SOC) are two quintessential ingredients underlying novel topological transport phenomena in itinerant ferromagnets. Especially, when spin-polarized bands support nodal points/lines whose band degeneracy can be lifted by SOC, the nodal structures can become a source of Berry curvature that leads to large anomalous Hall effect (AHE). Here we show that two-dimensional spin-polarized band structures generally support symmetry-protected nodal lines and points, which govern both the sign and the magnitude of AHE. To demonstrate this idea, we perform angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy studies on ultrathin films of SrRuO3, a representative metallic ferromagnet with SOC. We show that the sign of the AHE can be controlled by changing film thickness, magnetization, and chemical potential. Our study provides the first direct evidence relating the topological band structure of two-dimensional spin-polarized bands and the corresponding AHE, which sheds light on the advent of new switchable devices based on ferromagnetic thin films. * These authors contributed equally to this work. † Electronic address: bjyang@snu.ac.kr
INTRODUCTION
Interplay of magnetism and spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is the fundamental origin of various novel topological transport phenomena in metallic ferromagnets [1] [2] [3] [4] . Spin-polarized bands arising from ferromagnetism often accompany nodal points or nodal lines [5] [6] [7] . Then the lifting of band degeneracy at a nodal structure due to SOC gives enhanced Berry curvature around it, which leads to various topological transport phenomena such as anomalous Hall effect (AHE) [8] [9] [10] . For instance, in SrRuO 3 (SRO) bulk, it was theoretically proposed that nodal structures with SOC-induced gap play the role of magnetic monopoles in momentum space, which lead to non-monotonous change of AHE [11] . Although the existence of magnetic monopoles in SRO is not experimentally verified yet, the three-dimensional (3D) SRO bulk has been considered as a canonical system where large AHE driven by topological band structure can be observed [11, 12] . More recently, it was shown that nodal lines of 3D spin-polarized bands can also induce large AHE, realized in a layered ferromagnet Fe 3 GeTe 2 [7] . The AHE driven by nodal points, socalled Weyl points, was also reported in various 3D magnetic metals [13, 14] .
On the other hand, the relation between the topological band structure and the corresponding transport phenomena is largely unexplored in two-dimensional (2D) metallic ferromagnets. In fact, the nodal structures in 2D ferromagnets are more fragile and unstable compared to the cases in 3D. Only when certain symmetry conditions are satisfied, nodal lines or points can appear as symmetry-protected band degeneracy in 2D bands [15, 16] . Moreover, the enhanced electron correlation effect in lower dimensions makes the prediction based on first-principles calculations unreliable, which hinders the experimental verification of the topological band structure in 2D magnets [17] .
In this work, we demonstrate the relation between the symmetry-protected nodal structures of 2D spin-polarized bands and the associated AHE. For this purpose, we have performed angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on SRO ultra-thin films and revealed their band structures for the first time. Based on tight-binding model study and symmetry analysis, we propose that the spinpolarized bands derived from t 2g orbitals in layered perovskite oxides generally support nodal points with quadratic band crossing (QBC) protected by four-fold rotation symmetry and also nodal lines (NLs) arising from crossing between bands with opposite spin-polarization. When SOC is included, these nodal points and lines are gapped and generate large Berry curvature around them. Since the energies of nodal points and lines are different, when the Berry curvatures from them have the opposite signs, the magnitude and the sign of AHE can generally be varied by changing the Fermi level. We demonstrate that the AHE of SRO thin films exhibits sign reversal depending on film thickness, temperature, magnetization, and chemical potential, due to the symmetry-protected nodal structures of 2D spin-polarized bands.
RESULTS
Figure 1(a) describes the general lattice structures of layered perovskite oxides with chemical formula A n+1 B n O 3n+1 , where n denotes a natural number. As n increases, the material gets more 3D character, interpolating between the 2D limit with n = 1 (A 2 BO 4 ) and the 3D limit with n = ∞ (ABO 3 ). SRO is a representative example of 3D ferromagnetic metals whose AHE has been attributed to the topological band structure possessing magnetic monopoles in momentum space [11] . However, even up to now, the existence of magnetic monopoles in SRO has never been experimentally verified yet. Part of the reason comes from the lack of suitable single crystal, and also partly from the difficulty in preparation of clean cleaved surfaces suitable for ARPES study due to its 3D structure.
In order to investigate 2D metallic ferromagnet, one should naturally look for 2D systems, but the 2D Sr 2 RuO 4 is nonmagnetic [18] . Therefore, we take an alternative route and study the quasi-2D limit of SRO by growing thin films of SrRuO 3 with the thickness of about 4 unit cells (u.c.). Due to its quasi-2D nature, the Fermi surfaces of SRO thin films are expected to be similar to those of Sr 2 RuO 4 [19] , which is confirmed through ARPES measurements. In Sr 2 RuO 4 , it is well known that the Fermi surface (FS) is composed of three parts: α, β, and γ, where α and β FSs consist of d xz,yz orbitals while γ FS is from d xy orbital ( Fig. 1(b) ) [19] [20] [21] . When the ferromagnetism is developed, spin-degenerate bands split into the majority and minority bands, which results in 6 dif-ferent bands derived from t 2g orbitals appearing at the Fermi level. For simplicity, we first focus on three bands, out of the six bands, in which two majority bands are derived from d xz,yz orbitals and one minority band is from d xy orbital. The properties of the whole system can be understood simply by doubling the number of bands.
In the absence of SOC, the majority and minority bands are not hybridized, so that NLs are formed when they intersect ( Fig. 1(c) ). Namely, the crossing between bands with opposite spin-polarization generally leads to 2D NLs in spinpolarized systems when SOC is neglected. Moreover, due to the tetragonal crystalline symmetry of thin films, quadratic band crossings (QBCs) can appear at the Γ and M points with C 4v point group symmetry made up of the same spin character. Thus, NL and QBC are generic nodal structures appearing in spin-polarized bands of layered 2D perovskite structure ( Fig. 1(d) ). When SOC is turned on, those nodal structures are gapped, and generate large Berry curvature that leads to AHE (See Methods for details). When the Berry curvatures generated near QBC and NL have opposite signs, the sign and magnitude of AHE can vary depending on the energies of the nodal structures relative to the Fermi level. In such a case, it is natural to expect a strong deviation of AHE from the conventional behavior that is proportional to the net magnetization ( Fig. 1(e) ). In the following, we show that the sign and magnitude of AHE can be controlled by different parameters such as magnetization and chemical potential.
To verify the nodal structure of spin-polarized bands, we have performed ARPES measurement on SRO ultra-thin films (Fig. 2) . Figure 2 (a) shows the in-situ measured FS map of 4 u.c. SRO thin film with LV-polarized He Iα light (21.2 eV). We also perform spin-resolved ARPES (SARPES) measurements below and near the Curie temperature, T C ∼ 110 K (see Fig. 3(d) ), to confirm the spin polarization of bands ( Fig. 2(b) ). The spectra below T C (upper) show considerable difference between the majority and minority spins, whereas the spectra show no difference near T C (mid), which is consistent with the picture of itinerant ferromagnetism [22, 23] . These results are clearly shown as the spin polarization, P = (I ↑ − I ↓ )/(I ↑ + I ↓ ) in the lower panels.
While the in-situ measured FS provides information on the overall shape of the FS, the confirmation of whether the ultrathin films indeed possess 2D electronic structures requires k z (that is, photon energy) dependence, for which one needs to turn to synchrotron light. The energy-momentum (E-k) spectra in Fig. 2 [19-21, 24, 25] . Due to the rotation distortion of RuO 6 octahedra induced from the tetragonal structure of SRO ultra-thin films on SrTiO 3 (001) substrate [26, 27] (See SM for details), the folded-β FSs (β ) are also observed.
To confirm the 2D nature of the band structure, the k z dispersion is also measured as shown in Fig. 2(d) . Here k z is calculated with an inner potential of 14 eV obtained from SRO single crystals [28] . Contrary to 3D materials exhibiting periodic k z dispersion, the β band does not show any k z dispersion. This clearly illustrates that SRO ultra-thin films have quasi-2D band structures, similar to the cases of Sr 2 RuO 4 [21, 25] and Sr 3 Ru 2 O 7 [29, 30] . A schematic describing quasi-2D Fermi surface in SRO ultra-thin films is given in Fig. S7 of SM. In Fig. 2 (e), the experimentally measured FS is compared with its theoretical fit based on effective tight-binding models (See Methods for details). Overall, the calculated bands fit quite well with the experimentally measured band structures.
The transport and magnetic properties of SRO ultra-thin films are presented in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 (a) shows thicknessdependent Hall resistivity measured at 10 K for 3.8 -5.0 u.c. SRO ultra-thin films under an out-of-plane magnetic field. Here, the thickness of the thin film is estimated from the in-situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) intensity plot (See SM for details). The hump-like features in the Hall data correspond to the so-called topological Hall effect (THE) which arises from a chiral magnetic structure [27, 31, 32] . In general, the Hall resistivity ρ xy can have contributions from ordinary Hall effect (OHE), AHE, and THE, and is thus given by ρ xy = ρ OHE + ρ AHE + ρ THE . The OHE term is subtracted in all the Hall resistivity data pre-sented in the paper. As ρ THE is non-zero only near the coercive field, ρ AHE can be determined from the saturated ρ xy in the high field limit. The thickness-dependence of ρ AHE is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Here ρ AHE decreases as the thickness becomes thinner, and eventually turns into a negative value with the sign change in between. We also have performed ionic liquid gating on SRO ultra-thin films to investigate how the change in the chemical potential affects ρ xy . Figure 3(c) shows the results of ionic gating experiments for 4 and 5 u.c. SRO thin films measured at 10 and 50 K, respectively. In both cases, as the gate voltage increases, the magnitude of ρ xy also increases. Presented in Fig. 3(d) is the out-of-plane magnetization of 4, 5 and 7 u.c. SRO thin films. Combining the thickness and temperature dependent Hall effect and magnetization data, one can build ρ AHE vs. M data as plotted in Fig. 3 (e) (See SM for details). It should be noted that the data points fall on a line, implying that M controls ρ AHE . One can also observe the sign-reversal of ρ AHE as the magnetization becomes about 0.5 µ B /Ru.
It is worth noting that such a sign-switching behavior of ρ AHE is highly unusual. To understand the origin of the unusual AHE, we have performed tight-binding model analysis. Figure 4 , as a function of magnetization, matches the experimental results well ( Fig. 4(d) ). What is remarkable is that the sign of AHC is reversed when the amplitude of magnetization varies, which is in sharp contrast to the conventional AHC being proportional to the magnetization. The chemical potential dependence of AHC is also computed by using the tight-binding model ( Fig. 4(e) ). According to the calculation near M = 0.4 µ B /Ru, AHC increases as the chemical potential increases. This tendency is in accordance with the ionic liquid gating measurements on 4 and 5 u.c. SRO ultra-thin films ( Fig. 4(e) , inset). Since both films have magnetization M ∼ 0.4 µ B /Ru, AHC tends to increase as the gate voltage increases.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, combining ARPES, transport measurements, and theoretical analysis, we have demonstrated the topological band structure of ferromagnetic SRO thin films. In particular, the band structures of SRO film in the ultra-thin limit are observed for the first time. Through theoretical analy- band structure.
METHODS

A. Fabrication of SrRuO3 Thin Film
SRO ultra-thin films were grown on TiO 2 -terminated SrTiO 3 (STO) single crystal substrates by using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. TiO 2 -terminated STO substrates from Shinkosha were used for SRO thin film growth. In order to dissolve Sr compounds which can be formed on the surface of STO substrates, the STO substrates were prepared by deionized (DI) water etching [33] . The DI water treated STO substrates were in-situ pre-annealed at 1070 • C for 30 minutes with an oxygen partial pressure (PO 2 ) of 5×10 −6 Torr. We deposited epitaxial SRO thin film in an oxygen partial pressure of PO 2 =100 mTorr and the growth temperature of the STO substrate was 700 • C. A KrF Excimer laser (wavelength = 248 nm) was delivered on stoichiometric SRO target with a fluence of 1-2 J/cm 2 and repetition rate of 2 Hz. Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) was used to mon-itor the growth dynamics. For the cleaning of the surface of SRO thin film, we post-annealed SRO thin films at 550 • C for 10 minutes.
B. Transport and magnetic measurements
For the Hall effect measurement of SRO thin films, we prepared a 60 nm-thick Au electrode on top of SRO thin films with a Hall bar geometry by using an electron beam evaporator. Electric transport measurement was carried out by using a Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS), Quantum Design Inc.. The magnetic characterization was performed with a superconducting quantum interface device (SQUID) magnetometry with out-ofplane geometry. Since the easy axis of SRO ultra-thin film is perpendicular to the thin film on STO (001) substrate, we measured out-of-plane magnetization by SQUID and MOKE measurements [34, 35] .
For ionic liquid gating, we used Diethylmethyl(2-methoxyethyl)ammonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (DEME-TFSI) as an electrolyte. We applied gate voltages at 260 K for 30 minutes to 
D. Effective Tight-Binding model
We assume that electronic structure of 4 u.c. SRO can be explained by the "metallic monolayer with ferromagnetic order". This can be justified by the ARPES data which has only three bands in the Fermi surface. The results of k z -dependent ARPES in Fig. 2(d) also support this assumption. Following the Slater-Koster method, tight-binding Hamiltonian of ferromagnetic monolayer SrRuO 3 is constructed as follows.
where t 1 and t 2 are the amplitudes for nearest neighbor interactions, and t 3 , t 4 , and f are the amplitudes of next nearest neighbor interactions. λ denotes the amplitude of SOC and m EF t1 t2 t3 t4 m f λ M 0.3 0.28 0.03 0.018 0.04 0.08 0.015 0.045 0.33µB/Ru Here the units are eV except for magnetization is the amplitude of Zeeman interaction. We fit tight-binding parameters with ARPES data to describe the anomalous Hall conductivity quantitatively (see Table I ).
E. Quadratic Band Crossing (QBC)
Negative AHC under small magnetization in SRO can be explained by the k · p Hamiltonian expanded near QBCs. Neglecting rotation and tilting, a perovskite thin film has a square lattice structure. Without SOC, space group generators are C 4z , M z , M x , and M y . The k · p Hamiltonian valid near Γ or M points is written as
, where (1, 0) t = |d xz + i|d yz ≡ | + 1 and (0, 1) t = |d xz − i|d yz ≡ | − 1 are the basis near the QBC. We now discuss the influence of SOC. The on-site spin orbit coupling term is expressed as
the effective Hamiltonian with SOC is written as follows
where σ z is +1(−1) for majority (minority) bands. Thus the gap is opened and the relevant Berry curvature is given by Ω(k) = λσz β 2k 2 (k 4 +λ 2 /β 2 ) 3/2 , where the total Berry curvature Ω(k)dk is quantized to 2π. Unlike Berry curvature induced by linear band crossing which is maximum at |k| = 0, Berry curvature induced by QBC is zero at |k| = 0 and maximum at |k| = (2λ 2 /β 2 ) 1/4 .
In SRO, although QBC formed by majority bands is closer to the Fermi level than that of minority bands, the former induces smaller Berry curvature. Since the bands at M point are all hole-like, Fermi level is between the majority bands for k 1 < |k| < k 2 and minority bands for k 1 + ∆ 1 < |k| < k 2 + ∆ 2 . Then Berry curvature that contributes to anomalous Hall effect is Without SOC, the crossing between spin up and spin down bands form a nodal line. The corresponding Hamiltonian is written as
where (1, 0) t = |ψ 1 (k), ↑ , (1, 0) t = |ψ 2 (k), ↓ . Due to the SOC, spin U(1) symmetry is broken and the gap is opened. SOC term is expressed as λ(L x S x + L y S y + L z S z ) = 
∴ H SOC = α(k)σ x + β(k)σ y
Thus, the total Hamiltonian H = H NL + H SOC = E 0 (k) + ∆E(k)σ z + α(k)σ x + β(k)σ y . If Fermi energy lies between two energy bands, the Berry curvature is given by
where |+ (|− ) is higher (lower) energy state. Similar to the calculation for QBC, the total Berry curvature is quantized to ±2π. Let us note, however, that some nodal lines are intact under SOC. This is due to M z : z → −z symmetry, which is local in both real and momentum space: 
